
Abramson Cancer Center Chosen for Launch 
of Nation’s “Moonshot” to Cure Cancer
Tasked by President Barack Obama to lead the nation’s 

ambitious new cancer effort, Vice President Joe Biden chose to 

begin the quest at Penn’s Abramson Cancer Center. 

The Vice President touted Penn’s achievements, announcing 

that Abramson Cancer Center researchers are “on the cusp of 

phenomenal breakthroughs” and seeking their guidance to 

“accelerate the progress already underway.” 

Biden’s January visit validated Penn Medicine as a world leader  

in immunotherapy. 

“Over the past two decades, Penn researchers, leadership, and 

donors have shown intense dedication to this often disregarded 

branch of science,” said Abramson Cancer Center Director Chi Van Dang, MD, PhD. “It’s only because of 

their perseverance, their loyalty, and their desire to be of service that the world has these potential new cures.”

Best known for the achievements of the team led by Carl H. June, MD, Penn’s immunotherapy research 

community is one of the nation’s largest and most versatile. Penn’s experts have been working in more disease 

areas over a longer timeframe than researchers at virtually any other institution. 

Penn’s team is making headway against not only blood cancers, but also deadly diseases including Alzheimer’s 

disease; ovarian, pancreatic, breast, prostate, and brain cancer; and HIV. 

Philanthropy is speeding research progress. Dr. June’s original supporters, the Abramson family and the Netter 

Foundation, continue to give generously. Richard W. Vague, the family of Hanna Wise, Jerome and Anne 

Fisher, and George Weiss have endowed chairs for Penn immunotherapy leaders. 
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The Right Stuff
Nineteen New Endowed Professorships 
Recognize Stellar Faculty Across the 
Perelman School of Medicine
During the past three years, donors have contributed more than  

$40 million to faculty endowment. Their generosity gives experts 

in orthopaedic surgery, cancer research, neurosurgery, and more 

specialties new opportunities to innovate and ensure that health 

care in our region remains among the nation’s best.

We are proud to introduce two of our latest appointees:

Kojo S. Elenitoba-Johnson, MD, is the inaugural Peter C. 

Nowell, MD, Professor. Funded by faculty, including trainees of 

Dr. Nowell, and longtime Abramson Cancer Center supporters, 

the chair honors the Penn legend who transformed cancer care by 

first demonstrating that cancer is a genetic disease. 

Internationally known for his work on blood cancers—the field 

pioneered by Dr. Nowell—Dr. Elenitoba-Johnson is the director 

of Penn’s Center for Personalized Diagnostics, which uses 

custom genetic test panels to help develop individualized 

treatment plans for Abramson Cancer Center patients. 

Scott Kasner, MD, director of Penn’s Comprehensive Stroke 

Center, is the inaugural Ruth M. and Tristram C. Colket, Jr. 

President’s Distinguished Professor. Stroke rates have declined 

by more than 75% in the past 50 years; Dr. Kasner’s goal is to set 

the standards for stroke prevention and recovery higher still. 

The Colkets, known for their support of cross-cutting medical 

research, are among the first to create a President’s Distinguished 

Professorship at the Perelman School of Medicine. Announced 

by President Gutmann in 2014, this class of professorship is 

designed with future generations in mind and offers flexibility  

to address strategic priorities as they emerge both today  

and tomorrow.    

Matching funds for the Presidential Distinguished Professorships 

are available through a challenge sponsored by George Weiss, 

W’65, HON’14, chair, Penn Medicine Development Leadership 

Cabinet, and Richard Vague, Penn Medicine Trustee.

Penn Medicine aspires to create 55 new professorships by 2020.

Vice President Joe Biden; Bruce L. Levine, C’84, PhD, the Barbara and Edward Netter Associate Professor in Cancer Gene Therapy; Carl H. June, MD, the Richard W. 
Vague Professor in Immunotherapy; and Penn President Amy Gutmann.

“ We have multiple promising ideas 

that are only awaiting the 

resources to bring them to life.”

 —  Carl H. June, MD, director of Translational 
Research at the Abramson Cancer Center
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Remembering 
Ray Welsh 
With great sadness, Penn 

Medicine marks the loss of 

Raymond H. Welsh, W’53. 

An emeritus Penn Medicine 

trustee, Ray was a genuine 

champion of our mission for 

more than two decades.

A recipient of Penn’s Alumni Award of Merit, Ray had a 

remarkable talent for inspiring generosity in others. He 

and his wife Joanne, CW’52, were persuasive advocates 

for scholarships, endowed chairs, and key programs 

throughout the Penn community.  

At Penn Medicine, Ray brought insight, enthusiasm, and 

warmth to his many advisory roles. In the 1990s, he 

chaired Penn Medicine’s fundraising campaign, which 

raised more than $645 million and set a national 

fundraising record.

A senior executive at UBS Financial Services, Ray 

supported many Philadelphia charities including the 

Philadelphia Orchestra and Bancroft NeuroHealth. He  

is survived by Joanne, two children, and six 

grandchildren, including Christina, GR’14, M’14, a 

Perelman School alumna.  

Said J. Larry Jameson, Executive Vice President of the 

University for the Health System and Dean of the 

Perelman School of Medicine, “All of us at Penn 

Medicine have been incredibly fortunate to call Ray 

Welsh our leader, our counselor, and, most of all,  

our friend.”

The Academy of Master Clinicians recently welcomed 17 new members, recognizing them as innovators and leaders in 
patient care. Funded largely by philanthropy, selection to the academy is Penn Medicine’s highest clinical honor. 

Congratulations to the class of 2015! For a full list of recipients, visit  bit.ly/1pR666Q.

Penn Medicine in Palm Beach
In an evening celebrating Penn Medicine philanthropy, 
Dean Jameson, UPHS CEO Ralph Muller, Penn 
Medicine Board Chair Mark O. Winkelman, and 
Trustee Richard Vague unveiled plans for Penn 
Medicine’s new Pavilion for Advanced Care, an 
all-private-room hospital slated to replace the aging 
facilities at HUP. The largest capital project ever 
undertaken by the University of Pennsylvania, the 
Pavilion will break ground in December 2017.

Rare Air: The Paul F. 
Harron, Jr. Lung Center 
Opens Third New Facility 
in 15 Months
Following fast on openings at Penn Medicine 

University City and Penn Presbyterian Medical 

Center, the Paul F. Harron, Jr. Lung Center is 

now active in Center City at Penn Medicine 

Washington Square.  Since its founding, the 

Harron Center has doubled the number of 

patients it serves with its comprehensive, expert, 

and well-coordinated approach to lung care.  

“Our growth has been spectacular, thanks to the 

Harron family endowment,” said Medical 

Director John H. Hansen-Flaschen, MD, the 

Paul F. Harron, Jr. Family Professor. He noted 

the addition of new faculty and staff in targeted 

areas such as cystic fibrosis and interstitial lung 

disease as well as the physical expansion.  

“These moves are exactly what the late Paul 

Harron and I talked about as our vision for the 

center,” said Dr. Hansen-Flaschen, “and we are 

only just getting started.”

17 Physicians Awarded Penn Medicine’s Top Clinical Honor

Penn Medicine Washington Square
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Charitable IRA Rollovers Become  
Permanent, Popular Donor Choice  
Since 2006, donors have contributed millions of dollars to Penn Medicine using 

charitable IRA rollovers. Recent legislation permanently extended the rollover, 

removing uncertainty of renewal as a barrier to giving. Penn Medicine has already 

seen an uptick in the number of these gifts. 

Donors age 70 ½ or older can now roll over IRA assets of up to $100,000 each year 

to Penn Medicine. Designating Penn Medicine as the beneficiary of retirement 

assets either through the rollover or on a beneficiary designation form is one of 

the smartest ways to make a gift and bypass multiple levels of taxation. 

To learn more, please contact Christine S. Ewan, JD, Executive Director, 

Planned Giving, at 215-898-9486 or cewan@upenn.edu. 

In 1916 Max Biedermann came to prominence by 

pioneering collaborative efforts between physicians and 

engineers to design prosthetics. To this day, the 

Biedermann family remains at the forefront of 

orthopaedics. To speed the next generation of advances, 

Max’s grandson and great-grandchildren founded the 

Biedermann Lab for Orthopaedic Research at Penn  

in his honor. 

Their timing couldn’t be better—3-D printing, advanced 

materials, biologics, and other factors are revolutionizing 

orthopaedics. Located just two floors above active 

clinical practices at Penn Medicine University City, the 

state-of-the-art Biedermann Lab helps scientists and 

surgeons quickly launch their biomechanical research 

ideas and develop publishable results that will fuel 

design improvements.

“Penn Orthopaedics is a catalyst for advanced clinical 

care across the spectrum of musculoskeletal disorders 

and orthopaedic surgery,” said L. Scott Levin, MD, 

FACS, chair of the Department of Orthopaedic 

Surgery, Paul B. Magnuson Professor of Bone and 

Joint Surgery, and Professor of Surgery (Plastic 

Surgery). “This new lab gives Penn’s renowned 

biomechanical experts an ideal venue to explore 

clinically relevant research. We are very grateful to the 

Biedermann family for making this progress possible.”

The more than 3,200-square-foot facility became 

operational in June 2015, under the direction of  

Michael W. Hast, PhD. With a degree in mechanical 

“I met a great number of lifelong friends at the school of 

medicine — it holds a very special place in my heart. 

Furthering the education of the very bright students there 

now also means a great deal to me. 

    Choosing the charitable IRA rollover serves the dual 

purpose of giving back to the school and its 

current and future students, and doing so 

efficiently — more so than a straight 

contribution. It’s really a win-win.” 

 — Donald W. LaVan, C’55, M’59

Director Michael W. Hast demonstrates the universal testing frame at the Biedermann 
Lab for Orthopaedic Research.

Strategy Tip:
A simple form from the manager of your retirement fund is 
all that is required to name Penn Medicine as a beneficiary.

engineering, Dr. Hast specializes in biomechanical 

research, and he previously served as lab manager for 

Louis J. Soslowsky, PhD, Fairhill Professor of 

Orthopaedic Surgery, director of the university-wide 

Penn Center for Musculoskeletal Disorders, and 

associate dean for Research Core Facilities. 

One of Dr. Hast’s responsibilities was designing the 

Biedermann Lab, which includes leading-edge 

technology such as two universal testing machines, a 

mobile C-arm, a 3-D motion capture system, a 3-D 

printer, as well as its own onsite machine shop. 

“The purpose behind the design,” said Dr. Hast, “is to 

allow a range of projects to be carried out simultaneously. 

The talent of the orthopaedic community at Penn is 

formidable. We want to support as many of the experts 

here as we can, and to develop collaborations with 

physicians and scientists around the world.”  

Toward that end, a multi-institutional steering 

committee has been set up, which includes clinical 

advisors Samir Mehta, MD, chief of the Division of 

Orthopaedic Trauma and Fracture at Penn Medicine, 

and Surena Namdari, MD, associate professor of 

orthopaedic surgery at Thomas Jefferson University.

The Biedermann Lab’s primary focus is advancing  

both the art and science of musculoskeletal care  

by examining, understanding, and optimizing  

current treatment strategies using biomechanical 

paradigms. The lab nears its first anniversary  

with a dozen research projects already in gear. 

Several of the current research projects address the 

difficulties of fracture stabilization in soft, osteoporotic 

bone, with a primary focus on upper extremity 

applications. Determining the best way to treat complex 

trauma is another theme. Projects are currently being 

developed with The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia 

and Penn Plastic Surgery to simplify technology for bone 

fixation for patients of all ages.

“This lab is a great way to celebrate our first 100 years 

being members of the orthopaedic community,” said 

Markku Biedermann, who serves on the lab’s steering 

committee. “We are looking forward to seeing the lab 

perform meaningful research to advance 

musculoskeletal treatment concepts.”
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